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Preface
Curt Lindner has blazed at least four astonishing paths in his career; they have enriched our mathematical lives, and
our mathematics.
First of all, there is his proli*c output. There are 194 papers that we know of, probably a dozen others that have slipped
between the cracks of his vitae, and the three or four more he will have written between the time that we write this and
the time that you read it.
Secondly, his works have spanned the depth and breadth of design theory. Some of our favorite results include his
fundamental contribution that led to a proof of the Evans conjecture [29], his “dial a resolution” embedding partial
resolvable quadruple systems [58], his breakthrough with Alex Rosa on intersections of triple systems [42], his innovative
work linking universal algebra and design theory (inspired by his supervisor, the late T. Evans; see [156] for a survey),
and his recurring passion for embedding theorems (see [129,147,154], for example)—as Curt loves to quote “Il primo
amore non si scorda mai.” These are all just the tip of the iceberg!
Thirdly, Curt invents wonderful problems. He inspires other mathematicians all over the world to join in his quests to
slay the ever more interesting dragons that his own mind has conjured forth. None are too easy. In fact, most are quite
challenging. But none are impossible. If a problem is too easy, nobody will care if you solve it. If a problem is too
hard, you won’t solve it. Curt’s problems magically fall somewhere in between! No wonder Curt has supervised 17 Ph.D.
students during his career.
Last, but not least, there is the Curt Lindner lecture. If you have never attended one, you might not understand what
I’m saying. If you have, you will not have forgotten. The aim of a lecture is not to present a bunch of technical de*nitions
and proofs. It is to interest people in your mathematics. To do so, you must delight and captivate your audience. And
this he does, in spellbinding fashion. He deftly lures us all into his enchanting world of mathematics.
Oh, there’s a *fth thing: he’s not done yet!
Chris Rodger
Dean HoDman
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